Activities on arXiv
arXiv: repository owned and operated by Cornell
Service to our community for immediate dissemination
of ideas and results
Easily-referable place (with time stamp) for technical
reports, manuals and extended versions of our works
Venue open to authors uninterested in the peer-review
process
Zero review process
Policy about submission to traditional journals

Systems and Control/
Optimization and Control
Systems and Control section (under CS) initiated
during summer 2010
http://arxiv.org/corr/home
 Moderators: Marco Lovera, Roberto Tempo, Yuan Wang

Optimization and Control section (under math)
initiated by Eduardo Sontag about 10 years ago
http://arxiv.org/archive/math
 Moderators: Marco Lovera, Roberto Tempo, Yuan Wang

Panel on “E-Print Servers and
Traditional Publishing” at CDC10
Future of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) publishing and related copyright issues
- David Forney (IEEE Information Theory Society)
- Chris Greenwell (Elsevier)
- Jon Rockne (IEEE Vice President PSPB)
- David Marshall (SIAM)
- Simeon Warner (arXiv)
- Christos Cassandras (IEEE Control Systems Society)
Panel Moderators: John Baillieul and Roberto Tempo

Perspectives on E-Print Servers and
Traditional Publishing
Article published in the June issue of IEEE CSM
Expanded version with slides of panelists available at
http://www.ieeecss.org/main/publications/miscellaneous
Policy regarding submissions to arXiv and traditional
journals
Policy about arXiv abuse

Statistics about Submissions
cs.SY

math.OC

Aug 10

8

52

Sep 10

8

50

Oct 10

16

58

Nov 10

11

54

Dec 10

9

50

Jan 11

19

56

Feb 11

38

72

Mar 11

59

98

Apr 11

41

66

Total

209

556

Download Statistics for 2010
2010

cs.SY

math.OC

11357

210147

arXiv: 600K articles and 40M downloads
average: 67 downloads/article
Conjecture by Simeon Warner (based on downloads
from institutional servers): the number of downloads
from industry in SY and OC is higher than in arXiv (20%30%)

10 Top Download Institutions for
SY+OC
mit.edu
berkeley.edu
umich.edu
ethz.ch
cmu.edu
ucla.edu
tu-muenchen.de
stanford.edu
univ-brest.fr
uiuc.edu

Conclusions
CSS publications remain leading sources of information
The value that our editorial boards add in terms of peer
review is exceptionally high
N
Nevertheless,
th l
th
the WWW and
d th
the IInternet
t
t offer
ff radically
di ll
new ways of disseminating knowledge
We hope that all scholars in our field will explore the
opportunities provided by arXiv repositories in the
sections
- Systems and Control
- Optimization and Control

Policy about Submissions to arXiv
Elsevier's current policy on electronic preprints:
 Elsevier does not consider the existence of an electronic preprint
of an article as “prior publication”, nor will it require authors to
remove electronic preprints of an article from public servers
should the article be accepted for publication in an Elsevier
journal
 If a paper posted on a preprints server is accepted for publication
in an Elsevier journal, the preprint version may be replaced by an
updated author's version of the paper but a link to the journal
and a full citation should be included. In line with Elsevier policy
the final published version may not be submitted to the preprints
server

Policy about Submissions to arXiv
IEEE does not have a policy equivalent to that of Elsevier
IEEE allows the posting of the final accepted version of
an article on an author’s institutional server, but not the
final published article.
article Instead,
Instead an author is encouraged
to add a link to the final authorized version
Details are given in the extensive IEEE PSPB Operations
Manual
http://www.ieee.org/documents/opsmanual.pdf
Posting policies are covered in Section 8.1.9

Policy about Submissions to arXiv
SIAM does not have a policy equivalent to that of Elsevier
SIAM grants authors “the right to post an electronic
version of the final SIAM file of the work on the author's
current institutional internet server …”
It does not grant the right to post preprints or the
redacted version to their personal website
SIAM’S copyright assignment agreement… “in practice… is
more flexible”

Policy on arXiv Abuse
Excessive submission rate. Articles submitted to arXiv
must be of refereeable quality, and there is a practical
limit to the rate at which appropriate, independent
submissions can be produced by any one person.
Moderators may request that a particular submitter
limit their submission rate if they have a history of many
submissions to inappropriate areas or of doubtful
refereeability

